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These are the real deal! Do you love KFC? Well you can cook like the Colonel did, and make the great

chicken yourself. KFC Coleslaw AWESOME ALL THE WAY AROUND SURELY A KFC FAVORITE KFC

Pot Pie Do to the waste of chicken in the restaurants the Colonel created a recipe to help use the chicken

that was unable to be sold. So he devised the potpie recipe. See chicken could only sit and be sold for 2

hrs after it is fried. KFC Beans and Rice Colonel Sanders loved rice and beans and decided to create a

recipe that could be used together to create a great tasting item. You can mix it or have the beans on the

bottom and rice on top and mix as u eat. KFC Corn A favorite of the Colonel was Corn on the cob and he

deiced if he was going to sale it it had to be delicious and sweet . KFC Macaroni Salad The Macaroni

Salad that Colonel Sanders used to use is listed below. The recipe is just the basic recipe. However it has

been altered many times. KFC Macaroni and Cheese A favorite among kids and kids at heart is the

Colonelfs Macaroni and cheese which was originally made fresh daily. Now it comes premade and is

cooked in an oven like it originally was when it was made fresh. KFC Potato Salad Another favorite side

dish is the Potato Salad which used to be produced fresh daily, however now due to the fact that it can be

produced and prepackaged and stored frozen till shipped and then refrigerated AmeraServe which is the

company that Tricon uses sells the potato salad that way. KFC Baked Beans The Colonelfs Baked Beans

used to be baked and made fresh daily. Now there made with a can of Navy Beans made by Hanover

and a bag of sauce and precooked frozen bacon. When it is needed it is just microwave and there you go.

KFC Buttermilk Biscuits A favorite has to be the buttermilk biscuits they are so light and fluffy they just

melt in your mouth. They were made fresh daily in every store. Now due tot he popular demand of these

biscuits, they come frozen. KFC Potato Wedges The Colonel was in the kitchen one day and had an idea

what to do with the potatoes that he had and he came up with the Potato Wedges. The used to be made

fresh but due to the invention of the frozen fry they are sent to the stores frozen and ready to cook. KFC
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Gravy The Gravy used to be made fresh with the Cracklings. Now it comes in a pouch and all you have to

do is add water. Thank god for modified starch products. KFC Mashed Potatoes The mashed potatoes

are served and made by mix. It comes in a bag just add water and butter. Many people just come to KFC

to get these potatoes and gravy. The Kentucky Fried Chicken Marinate Before you cook the chicken it

has to be marinated. The original way that the Colonel used to produce his chicken was to marinate it.

The following Marinate recipe is still used today at KFC for the Crispy Strips which are marinated daily in

40 to 80 lbs at a time, however the amount of this marinade is only good for about 15 lbs of chicken. KFC

Original Recipe The Original Recipe is not packaged in three different places. The way it is cooked and

the process makes it taste like it has eleven herbs and spices when in reality there is not. The way it is

done in the restaurant is using dried eggs and milk in the flour along with a box of breading salt and the

seasoning bag and a bag of breading flour. KFC Extra Crispy After he perfected his original he made a

crispy recipe that was marinated first then fried the conventional way. This one is double dunked into the

coating to give it its great taste. Hot and Spicy Chicken Once he perfected his Extra Crispy he had

customers who wanted it to be spicy and bold so he created his Hot and Spicy Chicken. Here is his

original recipe which has changed a bit in this day and age. It comes frozen and is cooked frozen and not

prepared fresh in many stores. KFC Crispy Strips The Colonel used to sale chicken nuggets that were

tasty but he taught why not prepare fresh chicken strips of all white meat and that is how the Colonelfs

Crispy Strips were born. You will notice it is the same as the Extra Crispy. KFC Wings The Colonel deiced

that wings were going to be a good thing to serve and so he decided to create fried wings that are very

tasty. The Honey Barbecue wings are tasty . After they are made they are dipped into the Honey

Barbecue Dipping Sauce. If you donft want the honey barbecue wings just serve them as the regular

wings. Tender Roast The Colonel also had a Roasted chicken that was mighty tasty. The chicken was

marinated also and then baked with his famous seasonings. The baking process was long it takes 4

hours to bake it. It is baked at 225 for 2 hours till the internal temp was at 175. But for you at home I have

updated this to be baked at a hire temperature and be prepared in less time. KFC Honey BBQ Dipping

Sauce One of the favorite items that is on the menu is the Barbecue sauce that was original made fresh

in the store and used to dip the wings, the original chicken and now the chicken strips. Now it comes in a

bag and all we have to do is add hot water and keep warm Your Purchase Inludes Resell Rights !! For

More Great Deals on Digital Media Content ! Visit: ebookloadz Your #1 Digital Download Store!
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